
  
         ORGANIZE YOUR GUN COLLECTION

         This software is designed for use by collectors who have a few
         guns and by the licensed collector.  Organize Your Gun Collection
         is ideal for insurance records in addition to cataloging your
         collection, want and trade/for sale lists.

         The following are descriptions of what each line can be used for. 
         You are not limited to this information.  You can enter anything
         on any line and the software will still be able to conduct
         correct searches and sorts.  The numbers in parenthesis show the
         number of characters that can be entered for each item.

         Classification (20) - rifle, pistol, revolver, shotgun, etc.

         Type (24) - bolt action, pump, lever, semiautomatic, single shot,
         muzzle loader, etc.

         Manufacturer (30) - name of the company that manufactured this
         gun.

         Model Number (26) - the manufacturer's model number.

         Note (60) - This line is provided for miscellaneous information. 
         You can enter information about the condition or the history the
         this gun.

         Serial Number (18) - the gun's serial number.

         Caliper/Gauge (15) - self explanatory.

         Barrel Length (8) - self explanatory

         Choke (20) - (shotguns only) cylinder bore, open, modified, full,
         improved cylindrical, etc.

         Stock/Grip Description (60) - a description of the stock or grip. 
         Is it synthetic, walnut, cherry wood, etc.

         Sight Type (25) - open (full buckhorn or semi buckhorn), peep,
         optical, etc.



         

         Sight Manufacturer (30) - include the manufacturer's name and the
         sight model and serial numbers.

         Comments (three lines, each 60 characters long) - these lines can
         beused for general information or clarification of any of the
         above.

         Purchased From (35) - The name of the person/dealer you purchased
         this gun from.

         Address (30) - The address for the above.

         Purchase Date (10) - the date this gun was purchased.

         Purchase Price (8) - the amount you paid for this gun.

         Always use the same number of digits when entering values.  If
         the values of items in your collection ranges from $1 to $1000,
         then the $1 items should have their values entered as 0001 which
         uses the same number of digits as 1000.  If you need to include
         cents some entries, such as in $1.50, but not on others, you do
         not need to type ".00".  Digits to the right of the decimal
         point, while significant in determining the value of an item, do
         not effect how a computer sorts values. 

         Current Value (8) - the current replacement value of this gun.

         Miscellaneous (20) - miscellaneous information such as the
         dealer's phone number or clarification of any of the above
         information.
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